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Tho tunnelling probability, Z  of an electron from the conduction band on the 
??,-Hide to the valence band on the ^-eide or vice vetsa of a tunnel diode has been 
derived by Franz (1956), Kane (1959, 1961), Price et al (1959), Frodkin et al (1962), 
Stratton (1964), Takeuti et al (1965) and Eoy et al (1969, 1970). As great many 
featuies of tunnelling phenomena in soolids arc essentially of ono-dimonsional 
nature, an expression for tho tunnelling probability of electrons has been derived 
following Roy et al (1969), to deduce some important features of electron tunnell­
ing in a p-n  juncstion. The e^xprossion is found to predict the same (n*y^ depon- 
deuce of tunnelling probability but with a modified magnitude. The tunnelling 
ju'obabiJity is found to be almost independent of the kinetic energy of electron 
whm  its magnitude is large, but it is found to decrease to zero as the kinetic 
energy decreases and ultimately vanishes as shown by Shuoy (1965). The wave- 
functions in the barrier region are also found to be of the characteristic decaying 
and growing typo as in a rectangular barrier.
The variation of electron potential energy V(x) with distance x is described 
by the following set of equations
V(x) =  0 for —00 <  a; <  0 and (a + 6) <  rr <  oo
V(x) < x  <  (a + 6),a
whore Eg =  band gap energy of the semiconduotor,
... (1 )
vt — depletion layer width == ^
{K =  dielectric constant of the semiconductor, q =  electron charge, n* — 
'i '^Pl(n+p) =  reduced carrier concentration, and b =  (EIEg)a, E =  kinetic energy 
of electrons.).
The Sohrodinger's time independent wave equations in the three regions 
of the barrier can then be written and solved as incidioatod by Roy et al (1969) to 
obtain Z. The expression for tunnelling probability is
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^i = r® =  (
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2m*Ega^  ^1/3 E
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... (3)
XI^  and U2 functions along with tl\oir derivatives are tabulated by Smirnov 
(1960).
Eq. (2) indicates that Z is (expected to depend on EjEg and n*. Z is found 
to be almost independent of E (kinetic energy of electrons on oith(u- side of the 
barrier) except for very small values of EfEg <0.1. Tt then goes to zero mono- 
tonically with decirease in E. The variation of log^^Z with (7i*) “l is found to be 
linear as expected.
The wavefunctions in the barri(^r are Ui(—(p) and These wave-
functions are not the growing and decaying types as found in rectangular barrier. 
To find such a pair wc formed linear combinations of the wave functions. If 
such functions ai*e at all pcssible we must have,
and
Lt Lr/i(--^)+2?C7,(--^)] -  0
(f)  - ¥  CO
Lt [U\(-</>)+pU\(-<f>)] =  0,
<j)-¥CO
(4 )
where p is a numerical constant. Those two equations would therefore require
U\[-cc) _
P ~  V 'J-co) t7a(-oo) ■ ... (5)
Tt is easy to soo that auoh a constant p oxiste. Tfrom the property of Ui and I7j 
functions, it is known that
r/,(-^ ) _  u \ [ ^
For 0 00,
U^i-co) U\{-oo) ... (6)
f
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as the contributiou of tho other term on the right hand side is negligible for large 
values of 6^. The value of ^  works out to bo 0.729. The required pair of wave- 
functions aio therefore,
and
(decaying)
^2 =  (growing).
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Sharma (1974) has obtained solutions of Einstein’s field equations for the internal 
Htructuro of a polytrope of constant gravitational mass density in general rela­
tivity. In that paper there are only three field equations while the number of 
variables are four viz., A, v, p and P. Hence to find out the solutions for the
